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Real

data of cases with symptoms show that there is no rise since June
2020.
Covid is real but whilst endemic there is no epidemic.
The rise in alleged but not real illness is a result only of the false positives
due to the absence of any gold standard test. The alleged Covid rises are
a result of fear and panic caused by government relying on PCR false
positives.
The greater use of the more accurate lateral flow test will assist in
reducing the false figures but that too has false positives.
Dr Kary Mullis said firmly that you need to see symptoms first for
diagnosis and then use this very sensitive test as an aid to a diagnosis of
the symptoms.
Kary Banks Mullis (December 28, 1944 – August 7, 2019) was an
American biochemist. In recognition of his invention of the polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) technique, he shared the 1993 Nobel Prize in
Chemistry with Michael Smith[4] and was awarded the Japan Prize in the
same year. His invention became a central technique in biochemistry
and molecular biology, described by The New York Times as "highly
original and significant, virtually dividing biology into the two epochs of
before PCR and after PCR."[5]
Editor
Lockdown Sceptics regular Dr Clare Craig has gathered all this data
together in one place and added a commentary explaining what it
means. She says:
One thing that Public Health England has been world beating for
before and during this pandemic has been the sharing of data. Data is
collected from every aspect of the healthcare system and we now
have the full dataset for 2020. The beginning of the graphs
therefore give an indication of the levels expected at this time of year.
A selection of this data is presented that tells the story of a Spring
pandemic. However, what this data reveals about Autumn and Winter
does not fit the hypothesis that there has been a second wave. PCR
testing results are an outlier in the data and only data related to PCR test
results has led to the impression that there is currently a Covid problem.“
Roger Wright-Morris.
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